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ABSTRACT

Turn-taking, aiming to decide when the next speaker can start
talking, is an essential component in building human-robot
spoken dialogue systems. Previous studies indicate that multi-
modal cues can facilitate this challenging task. However, due
to the paucity of public multimodal datasets, current meth-
ods are mostly limited to either utilizing unimodal features
or simplistic multimodal ensemble models. Besides, the in-
herent class imbalance in real scenario, e.g. sentence ending
with short pause will be mostly regarded as the end of turn,
also poses great challenge to the turn-taking decision. In this
paper, we first collect a large-scale annotated corpus for turn-
taking with over 5,000 real human-robot dialogues in speech
and text modalities. Then, a novel gated multimodal fusion
mechanism is devised to utilize various information seam-
lessly for turn-taking prediction. More importantly, to tackle
the data imbalance issue, we design a simple yet effective data
augmentation method to construct negative instances without
supervision and apply contrastive learning to obtain better fea-
ture representations. Extensive experiments are conducted and
the results demonstrate the superiority and competitiveness of
our model over several state-of-the-art baselines.

Index Terms— Multimodal Fusion, Turn-taking, Barge-
in, Endpointing, Spoken Dialogue System

1. INTRODUCTION

For spoken dialog systems, turn-taking is an essential com-
ponent which allows participants in a dialogue to exchange
control of the floor [1]. Given an utterance in a conversation,
a hold means that the next utterance will be continued by the
same speaker while a switch indicates that the next utterance
will be uttered by the other speaker. For human-robot con-
versations occurred on the telephone with Interactive Voice
Response (IVR) systems, turn-taking plays a critical role for
user in providing natural interaction experience.

Most of previous works in turn-taking focus on the user
end-of-turn detection, i.e. endpointing. It assumes that turn

† Equal contribution.

Fig. 1. Example of turn-taking in a conversation.

switch occurs when a speaker has stopped speaking and a
period of silence comes out. Traditionally, a naive approach
for endpointing is that when the current speaker pauses for
a heuristically designed threshold [2], the system will take
the turn. However, this approach is limited in its naturalness
that the fixed threshold can potentially be too short (frequent
interruptions) or too long (awkward pauses). To address this
problem, machine learning methods have gained popularity
since 1970s [3, 4, inter alia], and models based on inter-pausal
unit (IPU), an audio segment followed by silence longer than
200 milliseconds, have mostly been studied recently because
of its simplicity in practice [5, 6]. For a specific IPU, various
cues across modalities, such as prosody, semantics, syntax,
breathing, gesture, and eye-gaze can be extracted and inte-
grated to determine whether this turn is yielded or not [7, 8].

Although remarkable progress has been made, some is-
sues are still present in turn-taking research. (1) There is
a dearth of public multimodal dataset for turn-taking from
real scenario: previous works mostly experiment on private
in-house datasets [9], pure text corpus transcribed from di-
alogues [5, 10], and constructed dataset with Wizard-of-Oz
setup [11, 12] which is difficult to extract fine-grained speech
information such as timing. Moreover, most of them ignore
handling user interruptions (barge-in), where switch occurs
when a speaker starts uttering before the other speaker finishes
speaking [13]. Barge-in detection is crucial when the system
asks longer questions or gives longer instructions which the
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user might have heard before or can be predicted from context.
Figure 1 shows a dialogue example of both endpointing and
barge-in. (2) Current multimodal approaches mainly use re-
current neural network (RNN) [5, 14] to deal with the feature
sequences, whereas more advanced and efficient neural mod-
els such as Transformer [15] are not fully explored. Besides,
when combining the features from different modalities, only
simple ensemble techniques [16] are utilized, which can not
optimize all feature extractors jointly.

Motivated by above limitations, in this paper, we first col-
lect a large-scale human-robot dialogue corpus from online
conversation IVR systemin real scenario (§2). The dataset
covers both endpointing and barge-in situations, and contains
more than 5,000 dialogues. Then we propose a novel Gated
Multimodal Fusion model (denoted as GMF) for turn-taking
prediction based on IPU in spoken dialogue system. GMF
contains extendable feature extractors to obtain features from
speech and text modalities (§3). Specifically, the prevalent
Transformer [15] and ResNet [17] blocks are employed for
processing text and speech respectively, and finer-grained tim-
ing features from dialogue are also considered. Additionally,
to alleviate the issue of class imbalance stemming from the
characteristics of turn-taking dataset, we perform data aug-
mentations by constructing samples for the minority class with
self-supervised methods combined with constrastive learning.
Extensive experiments were conducted to compare with sev-
eral state-of-the-art baselines, and the results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed model.

2. DATASET

Our dataset is collected from a commercial conversational
IVR system, where conversations take place between customer
and intelligent robot over the phone. During the call, the
robot tries to make an appointment with customer for the
delivery time and address of purchased goods. Each dialogue
session lasts about 1-2 minutes with around 5-10 turns, and
all turns mentioning the name of customer are removed for
anonymization. We manually transcribe all speech into text,
hence both speech and text information are available.

We extract IPUs of customer speech from corresponding
channel of IVR system. Then we group the extracted IPUs
into two disjoint subsets of endpointing and barge-in with the
following heuristics: IPU which does not overlap with any
robot speech is identified as endpointing, whereas for barge-in
the customer interrupts while robot is speaking, i.e. customer
speech starts later and overlaps with robot speech. For both
subsets, two graduate students majoring in linguistics are in-
structed to annotate whether the system should switch or hold
for each IPU given the whole dialogue for more accurate de-
cision. For endpointing, switch means that the customer has
finished his/her current speech, and the robot should take the
turn, whereas hold means that the customer has not finished
and wants to continue speaking. For barge-in, switch repre-

Endpointing Barge-in
Switch Hold Switch Hold
2451 844 1942 6312

74.4% 25.6% 23.5% 76.5%

Table 1. Statistics of our dataset.

sents that the customer interrupted the robot by saying some-
thing meaningful and wants the robot to stop talking, while
hold means that the voice from customer might be background
noise or backchannels (phatic response without significant in-
formation like yeah and uh-huh), and the robot should ignore
it and keep speaking. See Figure 1 for annotated turn-taking
labels in each case. The Fleiss kappa score of the annotation
is 0.827, indicating substantial inter-annotator agreement.

The final dataset consists of 5,380 dialogues in total. Ta-
ble 2 shows the dataset statistics in both cases. In our scenario,
as the robot starts the conversation proactively and the cus-
tomer usually gives short answers (e.g., confirmation), we can
see that there are more switch instances in endpointing com-
pared to barge-in, where most tentative interruptions are false
barge-in coming from noise or backchannel, both of which are
very common in dyadic conversations via telephone. These
observations show the complexity of our dataset, and we will
mitigate the class imbalance issue via data augmentation with
contrastive learning in §3.

3. APPROACH

3.1. Gated Multimodal Fusion Model

Previous studies [7, 8] have shown that turn-taking cues across
different modalities can be complementary. The combination
of several cues can lead to more accurate predictions of the
speaker’s intentions. Inspired by this, we propose a novel
model (denoted as GMF) to fuse various multimodal features,
which is illustrated in Figure 2. Three different encoders are
devised to encode text, speech, and categorical or continuous
features correspondingly, which intend to catch the semantic,
acoustic and timing features respectively. Then a gated multi-
modal fusion block is devised to fuse the above representations
seamlessly. Finally, the output of the fusion layer is fed into
the sigmoid function for prediction.
Semantic features. Intuitively, the verbal aspect of spoken
language, such as the words spoken and the semantic and prag-
matic information that can be derived from those, should be
very important for indicating turn shifts [18, 16]. The comple-
tion of a syntactic unit is a basic requirement for considering
the turn as “finished”. Considering the powerful ability of
the Transformer block [15] in text representation learning, we
apply it to encode both the context and current utterances:

rs = TransformerEncoder(e) (1)

where e is the input embedding: the sum of token, position
and segment embeddings. rs is the text representation.



Fig. 2. Architecture of our proposed model GMF.

Acoustic features. The role of acoustic features has been the
subject of much interest in turn-taking prediction [19]. In this
work, the acoustic features consist of prosodic features (e.g.,
energy, pitch), and speech features (e.g., zero-crossing-rate,
filterbank). OpenSmile toolkit [20] is used to extract above
features. Following previous work [14], we extract the features
in the last 2 seconds of each IPU segment with a frame shift
size of 50 milliseconds. For each frame, we concatenate the
above mentioned features to a single vector (30 dimensions),
which will be viewed as frame representation. Inspired by the
successful use of ResNet architecture [17] in audio tasks [21],
we feed the sequential frame representations f into 18 ResNet
layers to obtain the acoustic representation ra as follows:

ra = ResNetEncoder(f) (2)

Timing features. Based on the analysis in Section 2 and
previous research [22, 16], timing features can also be good
indicators for turn-taking prediction. Here, we extract follow-
ing four timing features, including time duration of IPU, text
length of IPU, time interval with last turn, and speaking rate.
All features are discretized and randomly initialized with dense
vectors, then several Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) layers are
applied to map timing features t into timing representation rt:

rt =MLPEncoder(t) (3)

Gated multimodal fusion. After we obtain three represen-
tations from different modalities, we need to fuse them into
the final representation for class prediction. Inspired by the
flow control in recurrent architectures like GRU or LSTM,
we devise a novel gated multimodal fusion block to control
the contribution of different modalities. Considering semantic
features play a vital role in turn-taking prediction, we first fuse
rs with ra and rt independently using fully-connected layers,

resulting in rsa = FC(rs, ra) and rst = FC(rs, rt). Then we
combine them further as follows:

g = σ(Wg · [rsa, rst ]) (4)
r = g · rsa + (1− g) · rst (5)

ŷ = σ(Wfr+ b) (6)

where g is the gating vector, σ(·) is the sigmoid function, and
ŷ is the predicted label. Wg and Wf are weight matrices.
The model is optimized by minimizing cross entropy loss Lce:

Lce = −y · log(ŷ) + (1− y) · log(1− ŷ) (7)

3.2. Data Augmentation via Contrastive Learning

One inevitable obstacle in turn-taking prediction is the class
imbalance issue. As observed and analyzed in Section 2, both
endpointing and barge-in suffer from the imbalanced class dis-
tribution, which would damage the performance of classifier.
To alleviate this issue, we perform data augmentations by con-
structing samples for the minority class with self-supervised
methods and leveraging constrastive learning.

Recently, self-supervised contrastive learning (CL) has
made remarkable progress in various fields [23, 24]. The basic
idea is to pull together an anchor and a positive sample in
embedding space, and to push apart the anchor from many
negative samples. Positive examples are often obtained from
data augmentations of the anchor (a.k.a views), and negative
examples randomly chosen from the minibatch during training.

Inspired by [24], we take dropout [25] as minimal data
augmentation to generate the positive pair for each sample.
We randomly drop elements in the fused representation by a
specific probability and set their values to zero. Besides, we
also perform data augmentations for the minority class in our
dataset. Specifically, for endpointing, we construct hundreds
of turn-holding samples by corrupting the turn-switching sam-
ples into incomplete ones. We truncate the complete utterance
(with more than 10 characters) by removing the last 30% of
words for both the speech and text. Then the utterance be-
comes semantically incomplete and the label is assigned as
hold. For barge-in, we first collect normal question and answer
utterance pairs (i.e. system asks question and user answers
the question) from dialogues. Then we move the answer ut-
terance ahead and make it overlap with the system’s question
utterance in the time axis. By this way, we obtain hundreds of
turn-switching samples for the barge-in scenario. Finally, we
apply the contrastive loss as follows:

Lcl = −log
esim(x,x+)/τ∑N
i=1 e

sim(x,x−)/τ
(8)

where τ is a temperature hyperparameter and sim(·) is the co-
sine similarity function. As mentioned above, the positive pair
is obtained by feeding the fused representation of each sample
into dropout twice. The negative samples are the examples



Model Endpointing Barge-in
Acc Macro-F1 Acc Macro-F1

Random 0.490 0.467 0.512 0.465
MajVotcls 0.744 0.425 0.765 0.432
LSTMens [14] 0.752 0.646 0.789 0.642
MoE [16] 0.778 0.643 0.835 0.734
GMF 0.819 0.736 0.869 0.814
GMF w/ CL 0.829 0.761 0.873 0.826
w/o semantic 0.767 0.658 0.838 0.740
w/o context 0.783 0.699 0.852 0.786
w/o acoustic 0.788 0.708 0.820 0.732
w/o timing 0.791 0.707 0.853 0.791

Table 2. Turn-taking performance of different models.

Method Endpointing Barge-in
Acc Macro-F1 Acc Macro-F1

Concatenation 0.812 0.723 0.867 0.801
Summation 0.809 0.724 0.864 0.799
Multiplication 0.806 0.724 0.865 0.801
MFB [26] 0.813 0.728 0.861 0.798
GMF 0.819 0.736 0.869 0.814

Table 3. Turn-taking performance of different fusion methods.

from different classes in the same minibatch, including our
augmented samples with self-supervised methods. To sum up,
the total objective of our model is to minimize the following
integrated loss:

L = Lce + Lcl (9)

4. EXPERIMENT

Baselines. We compare GMF with the following baselines:
(1) Random: The class is predicted randomly. (2) MajVotcls:
The class is predicted by majority voting based on class dis-
tribution of the training set. (3) LSTMens [14]: It utilizes
prosodic features, speech features, and linguistic features as
input feature set, then three individual LSTMs are trained to
catch the corresponding features, and finally a linear layer is
applied to ensemble the three outputs of LSTMs. (4) MoE
[16]: Mixture of experts that linearly interpolates four sepa-
rate classifiers with SVM based on prosodic, timing, lexical &
syntactic, and semantic features.
Experimental Setup. We conduct 10-fold cross validation
using our dataset and report the average results. The 300-
dimension Glove word embeddings are used to initialize the
embedding layer of Transformer and LSTM. The number of
Transformer, ResNet, and MLP layers are 3, 18, 3 respectively.
The CNN kernel is set to 3 * 3 with stride of 1 in the frequency
axis. The dimensions of Transformer, ResNet, and MLP are
all set to 128. For all baselines, the hyper-parameters are kept
consistent with the original paper. The classification accuracy
and Macro-F1 are used as evaluation metrics.

Main Results. Table 2 shows the results on endpointing and
barge-in datasets conducted separately. It’s observed that, our
proposed model outperforms all baselines on both datasets
significantly (Sign Test, with p-value<0.05). Especially, GMF
outperforms state-of-the-art approach MoE by absolute 9.3%
and 8% on Macro-F1 score. Considering the input features are
basically the same for LSTMens, MoE and GMF, it indicates
that GMF can extract more distinguished features and fuse
them more effectively. Besides, compared with LSTMens, as
both Transformer and ResNet can be easily parallelized during
training, GMF is also more efficient. As to the class imbalance
issue, after we apply the data augmentation with contrastive
learning (GMF w/ CL), it’s observed that further gains up to
2.5% Macro-F1 scores can be obtained, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of contrastive learning.
Ablation Study. To investigate the contribution of different
components, we also conduct ablation study by removing each
modality of features from GMF separately. The second part of
Table 2 shows that the performance degrades correspondingly,
which proves that different multimodal features are comple-
mentary to each other. We also try to remove the dialogue
context from the semantic feature and use the current utterance
instead, it’s observed that the performance is also damaged,
which illustrates the necessity of dialogue context.
More Multimodal Fusion Approaches. Besides the gated
multimodal fusion, we also verify more multimodal fusion
methods, including simple fusion methods such as concatena-
tion (r = [ra; rs; rt]), summation (r = ra + rs + rt]), multi-
plication (r = ra ◦ rs ◦ rt) and more advanced information
fusion approach i.e. multimodal factorized bilinear pooling
(MFB) [26], which is widely used in visual question answering
(VQA) task. Table 4 demonstrates that the GMF outperforms
other fusion techniques (Sign Test, with p-value<0.05), which
indicates the advantage of gated multimodal fusion.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on fusing multimodal information
seamlessly to facilitate turn-taking prediction. A novel gated
multimodal fusion model equipped with constrastive learning
is proposed and applied on both endpointing and barge-in situ-
ations. Extensive experiments demonstrate the superiority of
our model against several strong baselines. We also contribute
a large-scale human-robot dialogue corpus. In the future, we
will focus on exploring more turn-taking phenomena, such
as backchannel and filler words. Furthermore, we will also
explore more modal features (e.g., eye-gaze and gestures) to
enhance our model.
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